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World s Youngest Inventor
at Age 3
Julian Pavone, 'The World's Youngest Drummer,'
Now Also the World's Youngest Inventor at Age
3?
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Mich., Oct. 30 /PRNewswire/ - Julian Pavone, who at 20- months-old made
headlines around the world with his talents as a
drummer, has become perhaps the world's
youngest inventor at the age of 3.
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in IP & Patents via Earthtimes.org @ 15:23 30th Oct - Related
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9/20/2007 3:06:29 AM Sony Corp. (SNE) is
reportedly delaying the launch of its "Home"
virtual world for the PlayStation 3, until next
spring. The launch was planned for later this
year. A virtual world is a computer-based
simulated environment intend
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9/20/2007 3:06:29 AM Sony Corp. (SNE) is
reportedly delaying the launch of its "Home"
virtual world for the PlayStation 3, until next
spring. The launch was planned for later this year.
in Gadgets via RTTNews.com @ 6:41 20th Sep - Related

PC World Wins 13 National Awards From the
American Society of Business Publication
Editors, Including ''Web Publication of the
Year'' ; PC World Also Takes Home Nine
Regional ASBPE Awards for Editorial and Design
Excellence
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ceremony held in New York last week, PC World
was honored with 13 national awards from the
American Society of Business Publication Editors
(ASBPE) including Web Publication of the Year. For
this top online honor, judges looked at areas such
as writing and reporting, value and usefulness to
readers, ease of navigation and quick access to
information, site architecture, and overall design.
This accolade is ASBPEâ€™s single highest online
honor and comes on the heels of the siteâ€™s
2007 Maggie Award win for Best Web Site.
Presented annually, the ASBPE awards
acknowledge editorial, online, and design
excellence in print and online publishing. PC
World was also one of ten finalists for Magazine
of the Year.
in E-commerce via IDG @ 10:20 10th Aug - Related
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The wait is almost over. Halo 3, the final chapter
in the Halo trilogy and the most anticipated game
release of 2007, has been released to
manufacturing. Three years in the making by
renowned developer Bungie Studios, Halo 3 is
now finished and will begin its journey to store
shelves around the world in less than four weeks.
Halo 3, which has already set new records as the
fastest preordered game in history, has exceeded
one million presales in North America alone. The
wait is almost over. "Halo 3, " the final chapter in
the "Halo" trilogy and the most anticipated game
release of 2007, has been released to
manufacturing. Three years in the making by
renowned developer Bungie Studios, "Halo 3" is
now finished and will begin its journey to store
shelves around the world in less than four weeks.
in Computer Games via Nestor @ 2:31 2nd Sep - Related

Sword of the New World: Granado Espada - Fact
Sheet
Sword of the New World: Granado Espada is an
Age of Exploration fantasy MMORPG that is the
first of its kind to include Multi Character Control.
With a full spectrum of features including character
customization, large-scale maps and breathtaking
graphics, Sword of the New World has the ability
to capture anyone's heart. Taking place in the Age
of Exploration when European colonists' forayed
into the new world, this detailed game is full of
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mystery and danger while players go on a hunt for
treasure, adventure, and most importantly, fame.
in Computer Games via Nestor @ 1:05 9th Sep - Related

Konami Digital Entertainment, Inc. Crowns
Germany's Michel Gruner and Chile's Andres
Toro as 2007 Yu-Gi-Oh! World Champions
CARLSBAD, Calif., July 30 /PRNewswire/ -Hundreds of fans gathered in the San Diego
Convention Center on Saturday and Sunday, July
28 and 29 to witness the world's best Yu-Gi-Oh!
trading card and video game players battle for the
coveted titles of "2007 Yu-Gi-Oh! World
Champions." After two days of fierce competition,
24-year-old finalist Andres Toro from Chile beat
more than 20 players from over 20 competing
countries, and earned the title of 2007 Yu-Gi-Oh!
TRADING CARD GAME (TCG) World Champion
while 19-year-old Michel Gruner from Germany
beat 13 players from 7 competing countries and
earned the title of 2007 Yu-Gi-Oh! Video Game
World Champion.
in Computer Games via TickerTech.com @ 23:43 30th Jul - Related

Konami Digital Entertainment, Inc. Crowns
Germany's Michel Gruner and Chile's Andres
Toro as 2007 Yu-Gi-Oh! World Champions
CARLSBAD, Calif., July 30 /PRNewswire/ -Hundreds of fans gathered in the San Diego
Convention Center on Saturday and Sunday, July
28 and 29 to witness the world's best Yu-Gi-Oh!
trading card and video game players battle for the
coveted titles of "2007 Yu-Gi-Oh! World
Champions." After two days of fierce competition,
24-year-old finalist Andres Toro from Chile beat
more than 20 players from over 20 competing
countries, and earned the title of 2007 Yu-Gi-Oh!
TRADING CARD GAME (TCG) World Champion
while 19-year-old Michel Gruner from Germany
beat 13 players from 7 competing countries and
earned the title of 2007 Yu-Gi-Oh! Video Game
World Champion.
in Computer Games via Macro World Investor @ 23:46 30th Jul Related

Xbox 360 Halo 3 Special Edition Console Priced,
Dated for Europe
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Microsoft finally has announced estimated retail
pricing and availability for the Xbox 360 Halo 3
Special Edition Console, launched in anticipation of
the upcoming blockbuster Halo 3. The Xbox 360
Halo 3 Special Edition console, with an authentic
Spartan green and gold finish, will carry an
estimated retail price of £279.99 when it comes to
retail on 26th September. The Xbox 360 Halo 3
Special Edition console comes with the following
features: Halo 3 Special Edition Wireless
Controller; Halo 3 Special Edition 20GB Hard
Drive; Halo 3 Special Edition Wired Headset
Microsoft finally has announced estimated retail
pricing and availability for the Xbox 360 Halo 3
Special Edition Console, launched in anticipation of
the upcoming blockbuster Halo 3.
in Computer Games via Nestor @ 20:00 25th Aug - Related

Old world masterpieces may benefit from a
nanotechnology cleaning
(Nanowerk Spotlight) In the art world, the topic
of conservancy is a heated one. Some believe that
the world’s most precious works of art should be
allowed to age and die gracefully, while others
believe they should be protected and restored at
all costs. Art conservation and restoration is not a
modern phenomenon. Within 20 years of its 1497
completion, one of the world’s most well-known
and admired works of art, The Last Supper, was
already beginning to show signs of wear and
exposure. In 1726, the first of many restorations
(or attempted restorations) occurred, followed by
additional restorations in 1901, 1908, 1924, and
1951. The deterioration proved unstoppable, while
the effects of pollution added to the masterpiece’s
worsening condition.
in Nanotech via Nanowerk @ 16:15 22nd Oct - Related

8-foot-5 Ukrainian is world's tallest man,
Guinness World Records says
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) - A Ukrainian man is the tallest
person in the world at eight feet five inches,
overshadowing a Chinese man who previously held
the title, Guinness World Records said
Wednesday.
in Quirky via CNEWS @ 21:44 8th Aug - Related
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BlackBerry 8830 World Edition Smartphone Now
on Alltel
Alltel Wireless today announced the BlackBerry
8830 World Edition smartphone will now be
available to customers. Developed by Research In
Motion (RIM), the BlackBerry 8830 World Edition
is the first BlackBerry smartphone to combine
technologies that allow it to connect to both CDMA
and GSM/GPRS networks. Here is the info:
in Handhelds via Mobile Tech Review @ 1:05 1st Sep - Related

GC 2007: Lair for PlayStation 3 - An Updated
Fact Sheet
In a world ravaged by endless conflict and natural
disaster, a call for peace turns into a bloodbath of
betrayal and deceit in Lair for the PlayStation 3
computer entertainment system. Playing as a
warrior named Rohn who rides a voracious dragon
trained for deadly aerial and ground combat,
gamers must defeat the war-hungry Mokai to save
the Asylian civilization. Together, Rohn and his
dragon will attempt to change the destiny of a
world on the brink of extinction by scorching,
clawing and smashing through thousands of
enemies and their war-trained beasts. In a world
ravaged by endless conflict and natural disaster, a
call for peace turns into a bloodbath of betrayal
and deceit in Lair for the PlayStation 3 computer
entertainment system. Playing as a warrior named
Rohn who rides a voracious dragon trained for
deadly aerial and ground comba
in Computer Games via Nestor @ 2:32 2nd Sep - Related

Activision Ships World Series of Poker 2008 for
DS
Minneapolis, MN - September 25, 2007 - Raise the
ante! World Series of PokerÂ® 2008: Battle for
the Bracelets has shipped to retailers nationwide
from Activision Publishing, Inc., a wholly owned
subsidiary of Activision, Inc. The game features
Phil "The Poker Brat" Hellmuth Jr -- owner of a
world record eleven WSOP bracelets -- in a
special "Beat The Brat" Heads-Up mode and
thrusts players deep into the high-stakes world of
tournament poker to face off against other A-list
pros such as Johnny Chan, Chris "Jesus" Ferguson,
and Mike "The Mouth" Matusow on the quest to
win the championship bracelet for the $10,000
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Main Event and over $60MM in total prize money.
in Computer Games via Nintendo World Report @ 0:22 26th Sep Related

NEWS Activision Ships World Series...
Minneapolis, MN - September 25, 2007 - Raise the
ante! World Series of PokerÂ® 2008: Battle for
the Bracelets has shipped to retailers nationwide
from Activision Publishing, Inc., a wholly owned
subsidiary of Activision, Inc. The game features
Phil "The Poker Brat" Hellmuth Jr -- owner of a
world record eleven WSOP bracelets -- in a
special "Beat The Brat" Heads-Up mode and
thrusts players deep into the high-stakes world of
tournament poker to face off against other A-list
pros such as Johnny Chan, Chris "Jesus" Ferguson,
and Mike "The Mouth" Matusow on the quest to
win the championship bracelet for the $10,000
Main Event and over $60MM in total prize money.
in Computer Games via Nintendo World Report @ 7:36 28th Sep Related

Review: RIM BlackBerry 8830 World Phone
Because most of the rest of the world's mobile
carriers use GSM technology, Verizon Wireless
customers who want to roam the world particularly Europe - have been limited by their
carrier's CDMA network. But with the introduction
of Research In Motion’s (RIM) new BlackBerry
8830, a whole new world has (literally) opened up
for Verizon customers.
in Handhelds via Psion Place @ 7:07 5th Aug - Related

Review: RIM BlackBerry 8830 World Phone
Because most of the rest of the world's mobile
carriers use GSM technology, Verizon Wireless
customers who want to roam the world particularly Europe - have been limited by their
carrier's CDMA network. But with the introduction
of Research In Motion’s (RIM) new BlackBerry
8830, a whole new world has (literally) opened up
for Verizon customers.
in Handhelds via Blackberry Today @ 4:25 3rd Aug - Related
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Review: RIM BlackBerry 8830 World Phone
Because most of the rest of the world's mobile
carriers use GSM technology, Verizon Wireless
customers who want to roam the world particularly Europe - have been limited by their
carrier's CDMA network. But with the introduction
of Research In Motion’s (RIM) new BlackBerry
8830, a whole new world has (literally) opened up
for Verizon customers.
in Handhelds via Smart Phone Today @ 5:46 2nd Aug - Related

Debian-Edu/Skolelinux 3.0 released
Debian-Edu: Skolelinux 3.0 Terra available for free
download! * Oslo - July 22., 2007 Skolelinux 3.0 is
ready. This is an community release with
comprehensive support from regional and national
projects in Germany, Spain, France, Greece and
Norway. The Skolelinux project is now a part of
Debian under the name Debian-Edu. Several other
projects have made additional functionality to
Skolelinux tailored for national needs. Skolelinux
now supports more than 50 countries. Whats new
in Skolelinux 3.0: * based on Debian 4.0 "etch"
and therefore compatible to LSB 3.1, using kernel
2.6.18 and KDE 3.5.5 * Full support for networked
Thin clients, LowFat (diskless) clients,
Workstations and Laptops. With the LowFat clients
users got full PC functionality with extremely low
maintenance cost.
in Linux via LWN @ 0:36 24th Jul - Related

Another Playstation 3 Price Reduction
There has been speculation that the Sony
PlayStation 3 will be receiving another price
reduction. Sources close to Sony are saying that a
$ 100 price decrease might transpire. This would
make the Sony PlayStation 3 $ 400.After dropping
the price of the PlayStation 3 by $ 100 earlier this
year, PS 3 sales increased by 125 %. Could a
second price reduction put Sony over the top?
Only time will tell, but skies the limit for Sony. The
$ 400 PlayStation 3 will be a 40 GB and is
expected be available during the holidays. This will
give players options to purchase the 80 GB
PlayStation 3 or 40 GB PlayStation 3. With
exclusives like Killzone 2 and Metal Gear Solid 4,
Sony looks to be in great position to steal the
spotlight away from Microsoft and Nintendo.
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in Computer Games via PR-GB @ 5:24 19th Sep - Related

iLounge.com posts The Free iPod Book v3.3
The editors of iLounge have announced the release
of The Free iPod Book 3.3, an updated, iPhonefriendly 244-page edition in Adobe PDF format.
Available immediately for download in versions
viewable on any PC or Macintosh computer, The
Free iPod Book 3.3 goes beyond offering expert
advice on Apple's iPods, iTunes, and Apple TVs; it's
also packed with hands-on iPhone and accessory
information, and can even be downloaded as a
special version optimized for reading on the iPhone
itself. The Free iPod Book 3.3 features ratings of
over 1,375 iPod, iPhone, and Apple TV-related
products and services, as well as extensive
sections devoted to making the most of each of
Apple's popular digital media players.
in Gadgets via MacMinute @ 20:09 16th Aug - Related

WORLD'S SMALLEST HUMANOID ROBOT
A new humanoid robot, certified as the world's
smallest, will be released this autumn by Japanese
toy manufacturer Tomy Company. On October 25,
2007, the Omnibot 17µ i-SOBOT is scheduled to
hit the market—as well as the 2008 edition of
Guinness World Records, which will list the
product as "the smallest humanoid robot in
production." Robotics fans look forward to i-SOBOT
as a fun toy to add to their collections, but also as
a leap forward in miniaturization of the advanced
parts that go into these high-tech tools.
in Robotics via Web Japan @ 2:42 1st Sep - Related

The World Wide Web Is A Great Resource To
Gain Market Knowledge
The World Wide Web is a great resource for
almost anything these days including shopping,
conducting personal business, meeting new
people, dating, networking, research, and even
marketing. The Internet is used by millions of
people worldwide, so it only makes sense that it
has become such an integral and vital part of daily
life to so many people and businesses. The World
Wide Web is also a great place on which to
advertise.
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in E-commerce via Search Articles.net @ 22:11 5th Aug - Related

eMusic Introduces World's First Audiobooks
Catalogue in MP3
eMusic the world's largest retailer of independent
music and the world's second-largest digital music
service after iTunes, announces the availability of
more than a thousand downloadable audiobook
titles in the universally compatible MP3 format
starting tomorrow, September 18. Consumers,
who have long wondered why they can't simply
use audiobooks with their existing MP3 players,
can now enjoy them without restrictions. eMusic's
expansion into audiobooks, its first retail product
beyond music, brings the company's awardwinning combination of universal compatibility,
great value, and expert editorial to a market that
is poised for growth. Worldwide digital audiobooks
sales are expected to reach $201 million this year
and nearly half of eMusic subscribers recently
polled have expressed interest in audiobooks.
in MP3 via EHomeUpgrade @ 15:30 20th Sep - Related

Samsung Electronics sponsors world video game
championships inSeattle
SEOUL, Oct. 3 (Yonhap) -- Samsung Electronics
Co., the world's largest maker of computer
memory chips, said Wednesday it is sponsoring
this week's World Cyber Games championships in
the U.S. western port city of Seattle.
in Computer Games via Yonhap News @ 4:39 4th Oct - Related

DNA science moves from crime world to art
world
NEW YORK (Reuters) - A simple swab of saliva and
cells from inside a mouth can solve crimes and
determine parenthood, but DNA is now also
gaining popularity as art.
in Arts & Culture via TheStar.com.my @ 22:01 31st Aug - Related
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